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‘Dave, Bass, Mick, John. Dave was lost on the St Romanus. Bass was lost on the 
Kingston Peridot. Mick, he was lost on Romanus, and that boy – John – he was lost. 
They all got lost within a week of each other – and that’s why them are there.’ Kenny. 
Drawing on interviews with former elderly seafaring men in Hull and subsequent 
generations of Hull people growing up within a sunken fishing community, I focus on 
the role that tattoos played in developing and shaping individual identity and 
collective remembering and which now have a lasting role as memorials to loss and 
change. Disasters, when they did happen, were felt throughout communities, evident 
within the tattoos in deeply personal ways. I consider the ways members of this 
community consciously marked their bodies to both carry the memory through life 
and to make sure the body acts as an aide-memoire to ensure the bearer does 
remember the events and people that the tattoos represent. Carried on the body as 
quasi objects, I argue this is a form of embodiment as in the above quote from Kenny, 
where the names of those lost at seas, and often the names of the vessels that were 
lost, are carried on the bodies of those that survived or knew them. For many lost at 
sea there is often no formal memorial and tattoos serve this purpose. I argue here that 
the individual body also reflects the collective, ‘community body’, even the ‘global 
body’ within this selected profession, where the body is a ‘tool of the trade’. I argue 
that the body can be read as a heritage space and that both the pain of getting the 
tattoo and the subsequent symbolic and enduring markings allow for grief and self-
management, pride and community remembering. This paper examines former 
fishermen/seafaring communities’ tattoo tales as symbols of a sunken and fast 
vanishing way of life. I additionally examine how such tattoos reflect individual and 
community loss of a single industry community in a time of rapid change. 
 


